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This paper offers an overview of a number of fragments of Hellenistic braziers collected during several seasons of excavations in
the Agora of Nea Paphos, Cyprus. Its primary aim is to demonstrate their presumably local production and the production of
examples manufactured outside of Cyprus during the Hellenistic and Early Roman periods by using a methodology that
combines the macroscopic analysis of fabrics and typological study. Special attention is given to what this collection tells us
about some of the human practices in the city between the third century BCE and the Early Roman period. This study
seeks to obtain data that will help to address gaps in the material culture of Hellenistic Nea Paphos and deepen the
understanding of the broader process of Hellenisation.

INTRODUCTION

This paper investigates new evidence concerning braziers in terms of their provenance, typology,
and distribution, offering a socio-economic interpretation supported by archaeological and
historical data. The collection of braziers studied here was excavated in the Agora of Nea Paphos
under the direction of Prof. E. Papuci-Władyka from the Jagiellonian University in Kraków. The
result of several excavation seasons (–) of the Paphos Agora Project (PAP) provided a
large amount of data. This allowed for a new interpretation of the functioning of the area in
terms of changes in the economic infrastructure of the ancient city by evaluating the architecture
of the Agora, the finds, and the use of landscape within the socio-economic and administrative
context of the Hellenistic and Roman periods (Papuci-Władyka and Machowski ; Papuci-
Władyka et al. ; Papuci-Władyka a; Papuci-Władyka b). The excavations, so far,
have produced a very large amount of systematically collected ceramic assemblages: tens of
thousands of fragments of cooking pottery, tableware, and amphorae, including sets of whole
vessels, and many other categories of artefacts. Amongst this, as is commonly found in
Hellenistic contexts at such sites, brazier fragments are very scarce. Nevertheless, this collection
is extremely diverse in terms of both fabrics and shapes. Two fragments of braziers from the
Agora assemblage have already been published by the author; however, only information of
general nature has been provided so far (Nocoń a, –, pl. ). In this paper, different
methods were applied: macroscopic fabric identification, typological and chronological studies,
regional approach, and consumption theory. The combination of these approaches and
comparison with fabrics which had been previously documented in Nea Paphos provided
systematic data and established valuable conclusions concerning some aspects of everyday life in
ancient Nea Paphos.

 The following abbreviations are used in this article: Br MG – Brazier Macroscopic Group; ESA – Eastern
Sigillata A; PAP – Paphos Agora Project; R. – Room; S. – Structure. Abbreviations used in the description of
inclusions: A – Angular; SA – Sub Angular; SR – Sub Rounded; R – Rounded; WR – Well Rounded; HS – High
Sphericity; LS – Low Sphericity.
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Portable braziers, made of clay utensils frequently connected to cooking processes, produced in
different shapes (Fig. a–d), were popular across the Mediterranean from the Early Hellenistic
(EH) period to the Early Roman (ER) period. In recent years, braziers have received much
attention in terms of provenance, distribution, and certain social behaviours associated with
the manner and context of use, which has allowed for an understanding of not only some
aspects of everyday behaviour but also a broader view of certain cultural codes characteristic of a
given community (Foxhall , –, ; Tsakirgis , , ; Banducci , ).

Braziers found in the area of ancient Nea Paphos have been examined previously; however, a
review of relevant literature revealed few studies regarding these artefacts. What we know about
braziers is largely based on research undertaken by J.W. Hayes (, –) from his
examination of the pottery assemblage from the House of Dionysos. This study was the first to
classify the braziers of presumed Cypriot origin and identify the imports. Additional information
has been provided by E. Papuci-Władyka (, –, no. , pl. ; , , pl. :) from
the Maloutena residential area and by F. Giudice (, ) from Garrison’s Camp. However,
although the presence of braziers of different provenance was demonstrated, little attention has
been paid to the role of these artefacts in the society of ancient Nea Paphos.

METHODOLOGY

The methodological approach taken in this study is based on the macroscopic fabric examination of
the many categories of pottery that occurred in the Agora (Marzec, Kajzer and Nocoń ) by
adapting the procedure provided by Orton and Hughes (, –). Twenty-seven fragments
of braziers were selected for this study, including fragments of attachments, handles, fire bowls,
stands, and bases. The fragments of braziers were divided into macroscopic fabric groups based
on certain features of the clay combined with their shape and chronology.

The first step in this process was to identify macroscopic fabric groups by using the following
parameters: frequency, sphericity and roundness, size and colour of the inclusions; frequency,

 The most prominent braziers are those with a cylindrical – usually decorated – high or low stand (Fig. ab) and
a pierced hemispherical bowl with three attachments, plain or mould-made, differentiated in their iconography by
heads of bearded men wearing a pilos, an onkos, or an ivy wreath. Such decorations are the most commonly found
elements and can be very precisely dated (Conze ; Le Roy , –; Siebert , –; Şahin ;
Rotroff , –). At the same time, braziers (Fig. c) with a U-shaped chimney with plain supports, tray and
low stand have been produced (Bakalakis , –; Leonard , –; Rumscheid , –). During
the Early Roman period, braziers had a similar chimney shape (Fig. d), but with a rounded tray and low feet
(Robinson , –, cat. no. G, pl. ). Since the first century BCE, ship-type braziers (Fig. e) became
increasingly popular, and their counterparts were also manufactured from lead. Most of those known have been
discovered in wrecks dating back to the Early Roman period in the Eastern Mediterranean (Leonard , ,
pl. ; Galili and Rosen , –; , –, figs –; Aslan , –; Doksanalti and Aslan , ).
 Studies focused on the provenance of the braziers have shown that these shapes were copied in different

workshops in Greece (Athens, Corinth, Rhodes), Asia Minor, Egypt (Alexandria and Naukratis), and Libya
(Berenice/Benghazi), and on the Phoenician coast and probably on Cyprus as well (Fraser , ; Leonard
, –; Hayes , ; Didelot , ; ; Şahin , –; , ; , ; Rotroff , ;
Rumscheid , ; Regev /, ; Wicenciak , ; Thomas , ; Fenn , ). More
recent attention has been focused on the correlation of brazier fabrics with local coarse ware pottery production
(Rotroff , –; Fenn , ).
 The most widespread are braziers of Aegean origin, with Knidos as the most likely place of production and

whose products reached an extra-regional distribution (Rotroff , –). Their spread also extended to the
western part of the Mediterranean, although to a lesser degree (Kapitӓn , ; Bernal-Casasola and Vargas
Girón , ; Fabbri , , fig. ).
 The function of braziers is connected to the preparation and processing of food (Conze ; Vogeikoff-Brogan

, –; Rotroff , ); they are interpreted as a type of altar associated with rituals of a religious nature,
often combined with the act of communally eating meat; or they are interpreted as incense-burners for domestic cults
(Leonard , ; Şahin , –; Rotroff , ). There is little evidence to suggest that braziers were used
in funerary rites (cf. Riley a, ; Fabbri , ). They are linked also to the manufacturing of pine pitch
(Thomas , ).
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size, and shape of voids; surface treatment and colour of the external surface; hardness, feel of the
surface and the character and colour of a fresh break. Additionally, the firing core types were
identified. The colours were described using the Munsell Soil Color Charts (). The brazier
fragments were examined macroscopically with the naked eye and with a x magnifying glass in
natural light.

The second step was complemented by comparative studies and chronological analysis. The
chronology of examined fragments was established on the basis of the typological parallels of
individual examples and/or their chronological context (which was determined by the range

Fig. . Types of the Hellenistic braziers (a) with high stand and (b) low stand (Rotroff ,
figs :, :). (c) Brazier with tray (Rumscheid , , fig. ). (d) Early Roman
brazier (Robinson , –, cat. no. G, pl. ). (e) Lead ship type brazier (based on

Ashkenazi et al. , , fig. ).
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between the earliest and latest fragments in the context). Thanks to the careful excavation most of
the presented fragments were found in the well-stratified fill layers with a well-established
chronology, spanning from the Late Hellenistic (LH) or ER periods (Miszk ). These steps
resulted in the formation of the Braziers Macroscopic Groups (Br MGs). The final stage of the
study aimed to establish the role of braziers in Hellenistic Nea Paphos. This was achieved by
applying consumption theory (Albero Santacreu , ) to the historical and archaeological
data.

RESULTS

The macroscopic examination resulted in the identification of seven Br MGs within the studied
assemblage. The general descriptions of the macroscopic groups are presented in Table , while
the catalogue of fragments belonging to the groups is presented in Table . Groups are
discussed in the following order: discussion of fabric provenance, followed by chronological and
typological analyses of fragments.

Br MG  – ‘Western Cypriot’ production(?)
The characteristics of the fabric of the Br MG  (Table ) could match those observed in earlier
studies concerning braziers from Nea Paphos. This fabric might correspond to Ware I of
presumed Cypriot origin defined by Hayes (, ), which occurred from the Middle
Hellenistic to the end of the LH period and was represented by more than a dozen examples.
Another example of a brazier fragment that may be linked to this fabric was recorded in
Maloutena in deposit D. (layer II), dated to the end of the second century BCE (Papuci-Władyka
, , , no. ). The ceramic mass of the brazier fragment from the Agora is comparable to
Western Cypriot cooking pottery fabric dated to the LH period (Nocoń a, ). However,
due to the limited number of fragments of braziers found within the city, it is not certain if they
were produced in Nea Paphos. Together, there are fewer than  fragments recorded so far
(Table ). No moulds have been found. Further laboratory analysis is required to solve this issue.

The fragment presented here (Table :, Fig. a) is too poorly preserved to establish a type, and
precise dating is problematic as well. It was found in a context of mixed character and contains part
of a bearded mask; it is difficult to determine to which type it belonged: head with pilos, head with
onkos, or head with ivy wreath (Conze , –; Rotroff , ). The fragment under
consideration possesses a part of a face with large open mouth, covered by a long, twisted
moustache and a long beard. Close resemblances to the shape of the beard and mouth can be
found among the fragments from the House of Dionysos (Room ΓΞ, Well ), of presumably
local production and dated from the mid- to the third quarter of the first century BCE (Hayes
, , cat. no. , , cat. no. , pl. :). Other good parallels are from Akko (Berlin and
Stone , , fig. .:) and Dor (Rosenthal-Heginbottom , fig. .:), both dated to
the middle of the second century BCE.

Br MG  – Knidos origin(?)
Br MG  (Table ) was tentatively linked with the south Aegean region, with Knidos as the most
probable place of manufacture (Şahin , –; , ). This fabric is not very frequently
occurring in the studied assemblage and consists of only three examples, which were found in
contexts dated to the LH and ER periods in Rooms  and  within Trench II. Two fragments
of brazier attachments belonged to the brazier with a low stand. The first one (Table :,
Fig. b) is a fragment of the upper part of a support with square, slightly concave, edges and a
thin horizontally projecting rim. In the field surrounded by the ridge there is an onkos with eight
preserved locks where the four on top form a V-shape. The second (Table :, Fig. c) belongs
to the same type, but with four preserved locks on one side of the onkos. Its inner surface is
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Table . The characteristics of the Br MGs discussed in the article.

Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG 

Frequency,
size and
colour of
inclusions
visible at the
fresh break

Few coarse
(LS R) red,
white,
transparent;
few medium
(HS SR)
orange,
frequent fine
(HS SR) white,
orange.

Frequent, large
flakes (SA) of
goldenmica on the
external and
internal surface,
and in the fresh
break. Frequent
coarse (LS SA)
white, transparent
sparkling, and red/
pink. Frequent
medium (HS SA)
of golden mica,
red/pink and
white. Few to
frequent fine
(HS SR) of golden
mica, white, red.

Few to frequent
coarse (LS SR)
white, transparent
sparkling, and
orange on the
external surface but
not in the fresh
break. Frequent
medium (LS SR)
orange/pink, black,
light grey, and
transparent
sparkling. Few to
frequent fine
(HS SR) orange/
red, grey, black.

Frequent coarse
(LS SA) grey,
white and
orange.
Frequent
medium
(HS SR) grey,
red and orange.
Frequent fine
(HS R) red and
dark grey.

Few very coarse
(LS SA) grey,
white, light
orange.
Frequent
medium
(LS SA) grey,
orange, white.
Few fine (HS
SR) grey and
orange.

Coarse (LS SR)
transparent
sparling and orange
visible on the
internal and
external surface.
Few very coarse
(LS A) orange.
Frequent medium
(HS SA) orange,
brown, transparent
sparkling. Few to
frequent fine (HS
SR) orange, brown,
yellow, transparent
sparkling.

Rare coarse
(LS SR)
transparent.
Few medium
(LS SR) grey
and yellow.
Few fine (HS
R) white.

Hardness Hard Hard Hard Hard Hard Hard or very hard Hard
Texture of the
fresh break

Hackly Hackly Harsh Hackly Hackly Hackly Hackly

Frequency,
size and
shape of
voids visible
at the fresh
break

Frequent fine
rounded and
few elongated

In the fresh break:
frequent fine
rounded

In the fresh break: few
to frequent large
and frequent fine
rounded

In the fresh break:
frequent
elongated and
rounded

In the fresh
break:
common
rounded and
elongated. On
the surface:
frequent, large
and elongated.

Frequent fine to
medium elongated
and dotted

In the fresh
break: few to
frequent fine
rounded

The feel of the
surface

External surface
is smoothed

Rough Harsh Smoothed, with
perceivable
irregularities

External surface
is smoothed

Rough Smoothed

Continued
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Table . Continued

Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG  Br MG 

Fired core  oxidised  oxidised  changing
conditions

 oxidised  fully reduced  fully reduced  fully reduced

Colour of the
surface

Dark reddish
brown
(.YR /)

From red
(. YR /) to
yellowish red
( YR /)

From red (. YR
/), light red
(. YR /) to
reddish yellow
(. YR /)

Close to reddish
yellow
(. YR /)

Close to very
dark grey
(GLEY  /N)

Dark bluish grey
(GLEY  /)

Dark brown
(. YR /)

Colour of the
fresh break

Dark reddish
brown
(.YR /)

From red (. YR
/) to yellowish
red ( YR /)

Between reddish
black (.YR ./)
and dark reddish
grey (YR /)

Close to reddish
yellow
( YR /)

Close to very
dark grey
(GLEY  /N)

Close to dark brown
(. YR /)

Dark brown
(. YR /)
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Table . The catalogue of the braziers fragments from the Agora.

No. Figure Br MG Preserved parts of
braziers

PAP inventory number Dimensions
(cm)

Location Character of
the layer

Context Date

 Fig. a Br MG  Fr. of attachment PAP/III//Tr H: .. Th: .. Trench III, above S.,
south of S., S.,
S.

Fill-up layer mixed

 Fig. b Br MG  Small part of support PAP/II//P H: .. W: ..
Th: ..

Trench II, R., between
S. (eastern
stylobate) and wall of
R.

Fill-up layer until the mid-nd
century CE

 Fig. c Br MG  Small part of support PAP/II//P H: .. W: ..
Th: ..

Trench II, R.  Fill-up layer st century BCE–st
century CE

 Fig. d Br MG  Fr. of a tray PAP/II//P .× .. H: . Trench II, R.  Fill-up layer st century CE
 Fig. a Br MG  Fr. of the base PAP/II//P D: . H:

. Th: .
Trench II, R.  Fill-up layer st century BCE

 Fig. b Br MG  Fr. of base PAP/III//P D. . H: ..
Th.: ..

Trench III Fill-up layer st century BCE

 Fig. c Br MG  Fr. of the base PAP/III//P D: . H: ..
Th: ..

Trench III Fill-up layer mixed

 Fig. d Br MG  Fr. of upper part
of stand

PAP/II//P Th: .. Trench II, above R., ,


Surface layer mixed

 Fig. a Br MG  Fr. of support PAP/II//P H: .. W: ..
Th: ..

Trench II, R., between
S. and R.

Fill-up layer until the mid-nd
century CE

 Fig. b Br MG  Fr. of lower part of
the support

PAP/II//P D: ?. H: ..
Th: ..

Trench II, R. , above
S.

Fill-up layer st century BCE

 Fig. c Br MG  Fr. of a rim of a fire
bowl

PAP/II//P H: . Th: ..
D: .

Trench II, R.  Fill up layer st century CE

 Fig. d Br MG  Attachment with fr.
of the rim of the
bowl.

PAP/I//P H: .. W: ..
Th: .–.

Trench I, corner of S.
and S.

Fill-up layer st century BCE

 Fig. e Br MG  Fr. of a rim of a fire
bowl

PAP/II//P H: .. W: ..
Th: ..

Trench II, R.  Fill-up layer st century BCE–st
century CE

 Br MG  Attachment with
piece of the rim of
the bowl.

PAP/IV//P H: .. Th: .. Trench IV, R., SE
corner

Fill-up layer st century BCE

Continued
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Table . Continued

No. Figure Br MG Preserved parts of
braziers

PAP inventory number Dimensions
(cm)

Location Character of
the layer

Context Date

 Fig. f Br MG  Fr. of a handle. PAP/II//P Th: .. Trench II, Room Fill up layer st century BCE
 Fig. g Br MG  Fr. of the fire bowl PAP/TTV//P H: .. Th:

.–..
Trial Trench V Fill up layer st century BCE

 Br MG  Fr. of the fire bowl PAP/TTV//P Th: .. Trial Trench V Fill up layer st century BCE
 Br MG  Fr. of fire bowl PAP/IV//P H: .. Th: .. Trench IV, R. , SE

corner
Fill-up layer st century BCE

 Br MG  Fr. of the fire bowl PAP/II//P H: .. Th: .. Trench II, R. , between
S. and S.

Fill-up layer st century CE

 Fig. a Br MG  Fr. of the tray PAP/II//P+ PAP/II/
/P PAP/II//P
+ PAP/II//P

H: .. Trench II, Debris above
R. , ,  and S.

Fill up layer : mixed
: st century
BCE–nd century
CE

 Fig. b Br MG  Fr. of base PAP/II//P D: . H: ..
Th: .

Trench II Fill up layer st century BCE–
nd century CE

 Fig. c Br MG  Fr. of attachment PAP/II//P H: .. Th: .. Trench II Fill up layer st century BCE–
nd century CE

 Br MG  Fr. of attachment PAP/II//P H: .. Th: . Trench II st century CE–th
century CE

 Br MG  Fr. of an attachment PAP/II//P H: .. Th.:
.–.

Trench II, R.  Fill-up layer st century CE

 Fig. d Br MG  Support with the
rounded edges

PAP/II//P H: .. Th: ..
L: .

Trench II, R.  Surface layer st century BCE–
th century CE

 Fig. e Br MG  Fr. of the fire bowl PAP/II//P+
PAP/II//P

H: .. Th:
.–..

Trench II, R.  Fill up layer st century BCE

 Br MG  Fr. of the fire bowl PAP/II//P H: .. Th:
.–..

Trench II, R.  Fill up layer st century CE–
beginning of nd
century CE
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blackened. These fragments belong to the Conze III type (Conze , –) and represent the
head with parted and curve hair type proposed by Şahin (, –, cat. nos Ha, Ha);
they are dated to the second half of the second century BCE. They are also correlated with the
Athenian Agora III..b type – Satyr with onkos distinguished by S. Rotroff (, ). This
type is widely distributed in many Mediterranean sites (Rotroff , –). An example is
also known from Priene (Fenn , , table :A), dated to the second century BCE. No
traces of inscription have been noted on the presented fragments. Further fragments of this
group belong to a brazier with the horizontal tray (Table :, Fig. d). A few are known from
Priene dated to the third quarter of the second century BCE (Rumscheid , ); however,
the largest collection of this type of brazier comes from Delos, where they are dated to the
beginning of the first century BCE (Didelot , ).

Br MG  – Asia Minor fabric 

This fabric may be correlated with the Égéen type described by O. Didelot (, ) and Quartz
Cooking fabric, identified on the basis of the finds from the Athenian Agora and probably produced
in one of the centres located in the Aegean region (Rotroff , ). It is another minor fabric
group found in the Agora in Nea Paphos, consisting of four pieces. A fragment of the base of a
brazier (Table :, Fig. a) comes from a well-stratified context dated to the first century BCE,
and we can surmise from the diameter of its base that it probably belonged to a large brazier;
however, this type of base appears earlier at many sites. The closest analogies can be found in
Priene (Fenn , , pl. :B) and in the Athenian Agora (Rotroff , fig. :),
dated to around the first quarter of the second century BCE. Another type of base included in
this group (Table :, Fig. b), which possesses two deep grooves on the top, was also found in
this context, dated to the LH period. It is nearly square-shaped in the cross-section and could
be tentatively linked with one example found in Priene (Fenn , , pl. :A), its fabric
interpreted as being of Aegean origin dated to the middle of the second century BCE (Fenn
, –). A further fragment of the base in the assemblage probably belonged to a smaller
brazier (Table :, Fig. c), though with no direct analogies. This group is also represented by
the fragment of an upper part of a stand, with an impressed ovolo stamp (Table :, Fig. d) – a

Table . Finds of braziers in the Nea Paphos area.
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pattern frequently used on the braziers, with close parallels found in Samaria (Rahmani , ,
no. , pl. :,), Knidos (Şahin , pl. :KF), the Athenian Agora (Rotroff , –,
pl. :), Athens (Vogeikoff-Brogan , , fig. ), and Priene (Fenn , , pl. :
B) with a chronology that spans the second and first century BCE. It seems that these fabrics
emerged in the Agora in the LH period.

Br MG  – Benghazi local fabric , Benghazi shell rich ware, or Cyrenaican marl clay
fabric
The most characteristic feature of this fabric (Table :Br MG ) are macrofossils on the surface
visible to the naked eye, which allows for the fabric to be linked with Benghazi local fabric ,
named also as Benghazi shell rich ware established by J.A. Riley (a, ; b, ) and
recently named Cyrenaican marl clay fabric (Swift , –). The place of production was
attributed to ancient Berenike, located in Cyrenaica, on the basis of the common features of this
fabric, such as its pale orange-brown colour and a large number of grey shells of the

Fig. . Brazier Macroscopic Group  – Western Cyprus(?): (a) no. . Brazier Macroscopic
Group  – Knidos?: (b) no. , (c) no. , (d) no. . Courtesy of Paphos Agora Project.
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foraminiferal genus Heterostegina, typical for the geology of the Benghazi region (Riley b, ;
Krywonos et al. , ). This fabric was mainly used for the production of several series of
cooking pots (Riley a, ; Swift , ), as well as amphorae (Göransson , –)
and frying pans, the shape of which was inspired by Phocean frying pans (Swift , ).
Braziers were produced there from the Hellenistic period until the third century CE (Riley
a, ).

This group is the most numerous and contains  fragments of braziers, of which four were
found in contexts with a well-established chronology. The majority of fragments were found at
the Agora in several rooms located in the central part of Trench II and one in the area of
Trench I. All the presented fragments are blackened from the inside, which indicates use.

Benghazi brazier ‘Type A’
Several fragments can be linked to the Hellenistic Benghazi brazier ‘Type A’ (Riley a, –,
fig. :). The earliest example from the studied assemblage is a fragment of a support with
square and slightly concaved edges and a minor part of the high central groove – ‘nose’ like type –

located on the internal surface (Table :, Fig. a). A small part of the rim of the fire bowl has a
triangular shape in the cross-section. This fragment was found in the area tentatively interpreted as

Fig. . Brazier Macroscopic Group : (a) no. ; (b) no. ; (c) no. ; (d) no. . Courtesy of
Paphos Agora Project.
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an ‘Office of the Paphos Surgeon’ (Papuci-Władyka ), in a context including thousands of
fragments of tableware, cooking pottery, as well as amphorae, dated to the second century CE.
The closest parallel (a fragment of an attachment) can be found in the House of Dionysos (Room
ΓΛ), from the bottom of the deposit dated to the second quarter of the second century BCE
(Hayes , , cat. no. , fig. :, pl. :). The second parallel (fragment of a female mask)
also comes from the House of Dionysos (Room AΛ), dated to the late second century BCE
(Hayes , , cat. no. , ). The lower part of the support with a projecting horizontal

Fig. . Brazier Macroscopic Group : (a) no. ; (b) no. ; (c) no. ; (d) no. ; (e) no. ;
(f ) no. ; (g) no. . Courtesy of Paphos Agora Project.
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groove on the external surface confirms that the influx of this type of braziers continued in the LH
period (Table :, Fig. b). It was excavated in Room  (Trench II) in a context that contains
many fragments of cooking pottery and amphorae as well as fragments of rims of ESA form ,
form , and form . The further fragment is a rim and upper part of a fire bowl (Table :,
Fig. c), which was found in the context ranging from the LH to the ER periods, with most of the
material dated to the Augustan period.

Benghazi brazier ‘Type B’
Typical for the LH period, the Benghazi brazier ‘Type B’ (Riley a, , fig. :) is
represented by two fragments of attachments with an internal, central ‘nose type’ projection and
with a fragment of the rim of the bowl (Table :,, Fig. d). Another fragment that belonged
to this type is the rim of the fire bowl (Table :, Fig. e). Fragments of this type of brazier
usually occur in layers dated to the LH period, although they rarely appear in contexts that
contained significant quantities of pottery dated to the Augustan period. A further parallel can
be found in the House of Dionysos, from an upper deposit of Room ΓΞ dated to the Augustan
period (Hayes , , cat. nos , , fig. :).

Other fragments
The fragment of a handle with pentagonal shape in the cross section is a very rare find (Table :,
Fig. f ). It was discovered in the context dated to the LH period. In Greece, they occur much
earlier, as indicated by examples from Corinth and Athens from the second century BCE
(Edwards , –, pl. :; Rotroff , , , cat. no. , pl. :; Liston,
Rotroff and Snyder , , , cat. no. , fig. ). In the studied assemblage, a few fragments
belonging to the fire bowls with a part of a rounded perforation and often blackened by fire from
the inside have been found (Table :–, Fig. g). They were most frequently found in
contexts dated to the LH period and rarely to the ER.

Br MG  – dark fabric with grey inclusions
This group is represented by fragments of probably two different types of braziers. The largest
fragment is a part of the tray with a concave shape (Table :, Fig. a). The pieces of tray
show similarities to the ship type brazier used in the LH and ER periods (Leonard , ,
no. ; Galili and Rosen , , fig. ; Doksanalti and Aslan , , fig. m). The fabric
is also found in the fragment of the base with two deep grooves on the external surface
(Table :, Fig. b). Other parts belonged to the attachments of the large horseshoe-shaped fire
bowl (Table :–, Fig. c). Those fragments may be linked to a low brazier on a stand with a
tray. Two very close parallels come from the Bodrum Museum collection (Leonard , ,
nos  and ), dated to the Hellenistic period. The braziers of this type are less common in the
studied assemblage than those mentioned above. The fragments under consideration were found
in the context dated to the LH and ER periods; a few were found in the surface layer of mixed
chronology in the area of Trench II. The source of this fabric is unknown.

Br MG  – dark brown fabric with dark orange inclusions
Only one brazier fragment of this group (Table ) has been identified amongst the finds from the
Agora: a part of the plain support with rounded edges. The position of the support to the rim
suggests that the support was inclined inwards (Table :, Fig. d). A fragment of the
rectangular rim is visible in the cross-section. Braziers with these plain supports are not common
in the Eastern Mediterranean. Several are known from the Athenian Agora (Rotroff , ),
Knidos (Şahin , –), and Caesarea Maritima (Gendelmann , ); however the
provenance of the fabric is not specified. The closest analogies regarding the shape of the
presented fragment can be found in the collection of braziers from the Athenian Agora, dated to
the third century BCE onwards (Rotroff , –, cat. nos –). Even so, the shape of
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the whole brazier is still unrecognised. It also cannot be ruled out that the fragment belongs to a
‘horseshoe’ cooking stand, which is often found on many sites and is dated to the second and
early first centuries BCE (Rotroff , ). Dating based on the stratigraphy is problematic

Fig. . Brazier Macroscopic Group : (a) no. ; (b) no. ; (c) no. . Brazier Macroscopic
Group : (d) no. . Brazier Macroscopic Group : (e) no. . Courtesy of Paphos Agora

Project.
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due to the mixed character of the context in which the fragment was found. Braziers with this type
of support are rare in Nea Paphos, and the fragment in question must be regarded as the first of its
kind.

Br MG  – dark brown fabric with transparent inclusions
Three small perforated fragments, with the diameter of the holes of approximately – cm
(Table :–, Fig. e), possibly belong to the hemispherical bowls. They were found in Room
 (Trench II) in a context dated to the LH period. Another fragment comes from the same
room but from the context dated to the ER period. The provenience of the fragments classified
in this group is problematic to determine, due to the damaged caused by burning, which makes
it difficult to identify the clay macroscopically. Rotroff (, ) argues that the way of
manufacturing may suggest the place of origin, and thus the construction of the holes may
suggest the Aegean tradition of manufacture.

DISCUSSION

So far, our analysis of braziers has described their provenance and their typological and
chronological variability. Fragments within examined Br MGs represent the whole assemblage
currently known from the Agora. Although the presented results are preliminary, they
nevertheless allow for some conclusions to be drawn. For a better understanding of the role of
braziers, it is necessary to harmonise the finds within a wider social and economic context.

The influx of braziers to Nea Paphos in archaeological and historical context
In the late third or early second century BCE, Nea Paphos became the capital of the island, which
broadly affected the society and economy of the city and its vicinity (Młynarczyk ). Due to its
location along the main maritime route between many poleis of the Eastern Mediterranean, the city
came to play a major role in the island’s prosperity and cosmopolitanism. As previously noted, the
earliest examples of braziers are dated to the Early Hellenistic period on the basis of evidence from
the House of Dionysos (Hayes , ) supported by the finds from the Agora. The presented data
indicates that braziers were imported from two main directions: from the places of production
located in Asia Minor (Br MG , Br MG , Br Mg ) and from Benghazi (Br MG ). The
emergence of braziers from the Aegean region by the end of the second century BCE is
undoubtedly linked to the large number of imports (Lund ; Papuci-Władyka and Miszk
, –, table ). The contrast between the number of brazier fragments and the very large
number of imports, including many categories of tableware (Lund ; Marzec and Kajzer
), amphorae (Dobosz ), cooking pottery (Nocoń a; b), and lamps (Kajzer
; Kajzer et al. ) dated to the Middle and LH periods, from several centres in Asia
Minor, is very noticeable. Nevertheless, brazier groups imported from this direction are evidence
of strengthened economic and cultural links with the Aegean region. A fragment from the Agora
indicates the beginning of imports of braziers from Berenice in the second century BCE;
however, these are very rare. With the beginning of the LH period, the economic relations of
Nea Paphos on the supra-regional market intensified. The position of Nea Paphos was further
boosted when it became an important centre of ceramic manufacture, as demonstrated by
evidence such as the group of Colour Coated Ware (Marzec et al. ), lamps (Kajzer ;
Kajzer et al. ) and cooking pottery (Nocoń b; Marzec et al. in preparation; Nocoń and
Marzec in preparation). The local production of many categories of pottery undoubtedly affected
economic conditions and trade. Therefore, further considerations about the production of
braziers in Nea Paphos are very important (Br MG ). Braziers from the Aegean region
dominated in the Agora in the LH period. Several examples from the studied assemblage are
dated to the second century BCE but were mostly found in the LH contexts. During this
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period, the number of fragments produced in Berenike increased. At the Agora, apart from the
brazier fragments, a few other objects from Cyrenaica were found, however mostly in contexts
dated to the ER period: a fragment of the upper part of a disk of a lamp (M. Kajzer, pers.
comm.), a few coins dated to the Early Imperial period (Bodzek , ), and amphorae
(Dobosz , ). A further major socio-economic and political change occurred after
 BCE when Cyprus was annexed by the Romans (Młynarczyk ), although only a few
brazier fragments were attested in contexts dated to the Augustan period.

The proportion of different groups of braziers from the Agora confirms the trend of imports of
this category of artefacts noted so far in the city (Table ). The dominance of fragments of braziers
of Aegean origin, the largest number of which were found in the Agora, confirms the general
tendency of the distribution of braziers in the Eastern Mediterranean (Didelot ; Rotroff
, ). However, it seems that finds from this direction are fairly evenly distributed within
the city. The second most frequent group of brazier fragments was of Benghazi production.
Besides the above-mentioned fragments from the House of Dionysos, a few examples of braziers
of this fabric have also been uncovered during the Polish Excavations in Maloutena (E. Papuci-
Władyka, pers. comm.). Among the rarest are braziers of presumed Cypriot origin, which
predominate in the House of Dionysos. The beginning of the production of local imitations of
braziers dates to the early second century BCE. A similar process occurred in Athens during the
same period (Liston, Rotroff and Snyder , ).

The archaeological evidence from many sites in the Mediterranean region indicates that braziers
were mostly supplied to coastal communities living in cities located on major sailing routes (Rotroff
, ; Fabbri , ). This trend is also confirmed in Cyprus (Fig. ); however, as can be
seen in Table , the proportions of the distribution of braziers on the island are very diverse.
Apart from four cases, we know almost nothing about the Hellenistic braziers from other parts
of the island. However, the clear regional trajectories are illustrated by the contrast between the
number of finds from Nea Paphos and the finds from the other coastline poleis like Kition-
Bamboula, Kourion, Salamis, and – additionally – a village located in the hinterland named
Panayia Ematousa. These finds mostly include fragments of attachments of braziers with a high
and low stand, represented by the most common type: bearded head with onkos or pilos. There
is no available dating for the braziers from Benghazi from other sites on Cyprus, and it seems
that braziers of this provenance only reached Nea Paphos. Braziers produced from this ceramic
fabric were very rarely found in the Mediterranean, as in the case of the above-mentioned

Fig. . Regional trajectories of distribution of Hellenistic braziers on Cyprus.
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fragments from the Athenian Agora. Another example comes from Alexandria (Hayes and Harlaut
, , fig. , pl. :) and is dated to the first half of the second century BCE. An important
point that emerges from the variation in the spatial distribution of braziers in Cyprus is that
generally they were not as common as in other parts of the Eastern Mediterranean.
Nevertheless, the finds from Nea Paphos provide support for J. Lund’s (, ) argument
concerning the distribution of pottery in Cyprus during the Hellenistic and Early Roman
periods, designating Western Cyprus as the area with the most intense circulation of pottery.
However, it is important to keep in mind that the region of Nea Paphos has been the subject of
many more archaeological investigations than other parts of the island.

Braziers in Nea Paphos in the social context: cultural shift or short-lived fashion?
As mentioned above, braziers were used in many areas of the Mediterranean and were a
manifestation of certain ideas connected to individual or group identities. Cyprus was located on
the borders of strong economic and cultural networks (Lund ), but the case of the supply of
braziers to the island suggests relatively weak links between the producers and consumers.
Contrarily, considering the size and importance of the city of Nea Paphos in the Hellenistic
period, the large number of fragments of braziers for which there is evidence is not surprising.
The distribution of portable braziers in Nea Paphos articulates the choices and social needs of
the community of the city and could have taken place as a consequence of different factors. Still,
the number of braziers, compared to other categories of import, is small. When dealing with
such limited imports, it seems likely that they were not caused by a specific or sustained
demand, but rather were derivative of regional interactions in the network of more sustainable
economic connections. Braziers are generally rare finds at all sites and only found in large
numbers where vast quantities of other ceramics were uncovered. This is probably due to their
relative rarity, durability and probably long use-life. At this point, discussion will turn to the
hypothetical functions of braziers in Nea Paphos.

The hypothesis that braziers may have been used as kitchen utensils is strengthened not only by
the archaeological evidence (Didelot , –), but also by archaeological experiments, which
have indicated that braziers, which were compact in size, allowed for speedy food preparation under
specific environmental conditions (Mosyak et al. ; Doksanalti and Aslan , –).
However, the context of the finds of braziers in the Agora does not directly indicate their use in

Table . The proportions of recorded braziers in Cyprus.

Site Location Amount Chronology Bibliography

Nea Paphos House of
Dionysos

 EH–ER Hayes , –, fig. , pls –

Nea Paphos Agora  EH–ER
Nea Paphos Maloutena  Beginning of the

nd century BCE
Papuci-Władyka , ; Meyza and
Papuci-Władyka , ; Papuci-
Władyka , 

Nea Paphos Garrison’s Camp  Middle of nd
century BCE

Giudice , , fig. :, pl. :

Nea Paphos Paphos Museum  Hayes , 
Kurion the Amathus

Gate Cemetery
 Hellenistic period Herscher , 

Kition
-Bamboula

 Hellenistic period Şahin , ; Fourrier and Kiely
, , cat. no. ; Hadjisavvas ,
, fig. 

Panayia
Ematousa

 Hellenistic period Winther Jacobsen , , fig. 

Salamis Site A, near
Agora

 st quarter of the st
century BCE

Şahin , 
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the process of food preparation. Most of the analysed fragments were found in a number of rooms
located within Trench II, which are tentatively connected with a commercial and/or artisan function
(Miszk , ). Fragments of braziers have also been found in places with similar functions in
Athens (Rotroff , ) and Tell Atrib (Południkiewicz ). It is also important to keep in
mind that kitchen areas in Greek houses are hard to identify (Foxhall , ), and no traces
of kitchens dating back to the Hellenistic period have been found so far, neither in the Agora
nor at the other sites within Nea Paphos. Nevertheless, such a place, interpreted tentatively as a
kitchen, was discovered in Maloutena, dated to the Early Roman period (Wie ̨ch a). The
size of the attachments and the diameters of the bases suggests that most of the braziers found
on the Agora appear to have been small in size. This may indicate that their reduced proportions
required a smaller amount of fuel to cook, which would need to be constantly replenished. This
may have caused less efficient heating and a slower process of cooking. As was noticed by
Scheffer (, –), a small number of braziers could be used by an equally small group of
people. The analysis of cooking pottery from the Agora dated to the LH and ER periods
suggests that the prevailing way in which food was prepared was by boiling and stewing, as
indicated by the very large quantity of cooking pots and casseroles produced during these
periods. Many of the fragments of these vessels are blackened by the fire or even burnt. The
contrast between the very large number of many of types of cooking vessels, which had a
production peak in the LH period, and a relatively small number of braziers leads to the
conclusion that in Nea Paphos braziers may not have been used as a primary source of fire
during the cooking process. However, at other sites, also plain or simple cooking stands seem
to have been used (Rotroff , –).

The hypothesis of another function should also be considered. M. Şahin () has argued, by
reference to the more frequent sanctuary finds and the decorations, that relief-decorated braziers
with high stands and mould-made attachments were used in cultic contexts during sanctuary
visits as well as at home. In many locations in Greece and Asia Minor, a large number of
braziers and their fragments (mainly attachments) were found in sanctuaries or in their vicinity
(Scheffer , ). However, our comprehension of the role of braziers in the worship of the
local deities in Nea Paphos is problematic, as there is no precise evidence linking them to this
practice. Another possibility is that braziers were deployed as altars connected with the worship
of Hephaistos, the patron of metalworkers (Conze ). This hypothesis is linked to the
interpretation of the function of the area of Trench IV on the Agora, where traces of a metal
workshop were found with remains of the kiln as well as many fragments of casting moulds with
preserved channels and fragments of slag (Papuci-Władyka ). Due to the paucity of data,
this hypothesis is offered tentatively, but given the strong metallurgical traditions found in
Cyprus, it is not impossible. Braziers in the vicinity of the workshops were also found in Tell
Atrib (Południkiewicz , ). Even if their original use was ritual or domestic, it is possible
that they were recycled for use in workshops. Industrial use is suggested by an example from
Naukratis, with traces of pine pitch which were found on it (Thomas , ). The fact that very
few braziers were found in Nea Paphos can also be associated with a very strong cult of local
gods, especially in the Hellenistic period, not to mention the strongly anchored, continuous, and
indigenous cult of Aphrodite. Nevertheless, it is likely that the various inhabitants of Nea Paphos
who used the braziers in their daily rituals had their own personal understanding of and
relationships with the deity.

Perhaps, therefore, this small collection of braziers may be interpreted as ‘exotica’ in the
material culture of Hellenistic Nea Paphos. Nevertheless, they provide further evidence that the
local consumers were connected to wider trends and fashions. Moreover, they are also an
indication of the transfer of some practices, connected with collective habits of certain groups of
people in the specific cultural context.

 Nocoń b; Nocoń and Marzec in preparation. Other utensils combined with food processing are very rare
in Nea Paphos. Only a few examples of lasagna have been discovered in the House of Dionysos in Nea Paphos dated
to the rd century BCE (Hayes , , cat. nos  and , fig. :, pl. ) and Maloutena (Więch b, ,
fig. ). Another example has been found in Kourion (Connelly , , fig. :,, pl. :–).
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CONCLUSIONS

This article has examined the Hellenistic braziers uncovered by the excavations on the Agora in Nea
Paphos. Analysis was undertaken through a combination of macroscopic analysis of the ceramic mass
with typological comparanda and chronological studies. The studies delivered new evidence for seven
Brazier Macroscopic Groups characterised by different features including fabric, types, and
chronology. The second aim of this research was to better understand the emergence of braziers in
Nea Paphos in a socio-economic context. The theoretical implications of these findings are yet to
be finalised; however, the main developments covered in the discussion are important in furthering
our understanding of the role of braziers in everyday life by offering different hypotheses regarding
their use as utensils for cooking or their association with certain practices of a religious nature.
These results make an important contribution to research concerning certain aspects of the
material culture of the Hellenistic period and strengthen the idea of the circulation of pottery in
the western part of Cyprus. However, more research on this topic needs to be undertaken to
confirm or reject the evidence for the production of braziers in Nea Paphos.
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Πολιτιστική αλλαγή ή προσκαιρη μόδα; Ερμηνεία του ρόλου των ελληνιστικών πυραύνων από
την Αγορά της Νέας Πάwου, Κύπρος

Η παρούσα εργασία είναι μια επισκόπηση ενός αριθμού θραυσμάτων ελληνιστικών πυραύνων που
έχουν συλλεχθεί κατά τη διάρκεια ανασκαwών που διενεργήθηκαν σε πολλές περιόδους στην
Αγορά της Νέας Πάwου στην Κύπρο. Πρωταρχικός στόχος είναι να αναδειχθεί η κατά τεκμήριο
τοπική παραγωγή τους καθώς και η παραγωγή παραδειγμάτων εκτός Κύπρου κατά την ελληνιστική
και την πρώιμη ρωμαϊκή περίοδο χρησιμοποιώντας μια μεθοδολογία που συνδυάζει τη
μακροσκοπική ανάλυση του πηλού και την τυπολογική μελέτη. Ιδιαίτερη προσοχή δίνεται στα
αποτελέσματα που προσwέρει η μελέτης της συλλογής και αwορούν ορισμένες από τις ανθρώπινες
πρακτικές στην πόλη μεταξύ του τρίτου αιώνα π.Χ. έως την Πρώιμη Ρωμαϊκή περίοδο. Η παρούσα
μελέτη επιδιώκει να συγκεντρώσει δεδομένα που θα βοηθήσουν στην κάλυψη των ερευνητικών
κενών στον υλικό πολιτισμό της ελληνιστικής Νέας Πάwου και στην εμβάθυνση της κατανόησης της
ευρύτερης διαδικασίας του ελληνισμού.

Μετάwραση: Έλενα Αντωνιάδη
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